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S TOW IVIELT AND ABLATION DERIVED SHORT-TERM 
FROM HEAT- AND NIASS-BALANCE MEASUREME TS 

By PAUL M. B. FOHN* 

(Department of the Environment, Inland Waters Branch, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) 

A HSTRACT. The d aily snow melt calcula ted from meteorological observations is compared with d eta iled 
mass-ba la nce measurements taking into account internal changes in d ensity and free water conten t in the 
surface layers of a glacier snow-pack . The energy ba lance is calculated from measurements ob tained by 
a meteorological sta tion at the experimental si te. In addition to the sta ndard abla tion measurements the 
run-off from the melting snow-pack was obtained for a few d ays. The snow-density profiles were measured 
wi th a portable gamma-transmission probe and the liquid-water content of snow was determined by a ca lori
metric method . 

Agreement between the melt calculated by the heat-bala nce method and the mass cha nges observed in the 
mass-balance measurements is fair for dai ly periods. It appears that about 20% of the daily snow melt take, 
p lace internally as a result of penetration of sola r radiation. 

R ESUME. Etude de la/onte et de l'ablatioll de la Ileige cl partir de mesures du bilall thermique et du bilall de masse, 
ejJectuees pendallt une courte piriode de temps. La fonte journaliere de neige calculee a partir d 'observa tions 
meteorologiques es t comparee a d es mesures d etaillees d e bilan d e masse. Celte compara ison tient compte 
des varia tions internes de densite e t de volume d 'eau libre se produisan t dans les couches superficielles du 
neve d 'un glacier. Le bilan energetique est calcule a pa rtir de mesures fournies par une station meteoro
logique, situee sur le site experimen ta l. En plus des mesures sta nda rd d 'abla tion, le ruissellement resulta nt de 
la fonte de neige a e te a ussi calcule pour une periode d e quelquesjours. Les profi ls d e densite d e la neige ont 
ete effec tues a l'aide d 'une sonde portative d e transmission gamma. Le volume d'eau libre contenu dans la 
neige a e te determine par une methode calorimetrique. Sur une base journaliere, on peut dire que l'accord 
en tre le taux de fonte calcule a partir du bilan thermique et celui obtenu a pa rtir des variations observees 
dans le bilan d e masse, est accep table. Il semble qu'environ 20% d e la fontejourna liere de neige se produisent 
en profondeur com me resulta t d e la penetration des radiations solaires. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Bestimmung kurifristiger Schmelz- Ulld Ablatiollsbetriige mit Hilfe VOIl Wiirme- U/zd lvl assen
bilanz:messullgell . Die aus meteorologischen Beobachtungen berechneten Tagesraten d er Schneeschmelze 
werden mit d eta illierten Massenbilanzmessungen vergl ichen, die in terne Dichteanderungen und den Geha lt 
freien Wassers in d en Oberfl achenschichten einer Gletscherschneedecke berucksichtigen. Die Energiebi la nz 
wurde aus M essungen berechnet, die an einer meteorologischen Station im Versuchsfeld a usgefUhrt wurden . 
Zusatzlich zu den ublichen Ablationsmessungen erhielt man d en Abfluss einer schmelzenden Schneedecke 
fur wenige Tage. Die Schneedichteprofil e wurden mit einer transporta blen Gammasonde aufgenommen; 
d er W assergehalt d es Schnees wurde mit Hilfe einer ka lorimetrischen M ethode bestimmt. Die Ubereinstimm
ung zwischen den Schmelzbetragen, die mit Hilfe d er Warmebila nz berechnet wurden, und den beobach
teten M assenand erungen bei den M assen bilanzmessungen ist fur die taglichen W erte befri edigend . Es zeig t 
sich, d ass etwa 20% der taglichen Schneeschmelze im Innern sta ttfindet, was auf d as Eindringen der Sonnen
strahlung zuruckzu[uhren ist. 

r NTR ODUCTION 

Combined heat- and mass-balance studies provide, beside the insight into the transfer 
processes between atmosphere and ground, a potentially simple tool for indirect evaluation of 
mel t and ablation rates. This implies that the adequacy of the transfer equations as well as the 
reliability of the collected heat-ba lance data must be checked against independent direct 
evaluations of melt and a blation rates, at least during a certain "assessment" period . 

During a short summer period of 1970 detailed measuring procedures were determined for 
shor t-term snow melt and ablation rates. The study was carried out as a first step in a series 
of investigations dealing with the mechanisms of mass and energy tran fer to and in a snow
pack. 

The concrete questions were : 

Is it possible to m easure directly melt and ablation rate of a glacier snow-pack with 
sufficient accuracy for short time intervals? 

* Present address : Eidg. lnsti tut fur Schnee- und Lawinenforschung, 7260 Weissfluhj och/Davos, Switzerland . 
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How well do m elt rates, obtained as residuals in a heat balance equation, compare with 
the former ones, if only data from extended standard m eteorological equipment ([Inter
national Hydrological D ecade] , 1970) are available, i.e. certain commonly m easured 
quantities have to be replaced by estimates? 

The observations were made at an experim ental site, at this time still snow-covered , 
located in the upper ablation area of Peyto Glacier, Alberta, Canada (lat. 51 ° 39' 40 " N. , 
long. 116° 33' W ., eleva tion 2510 m a.s.l. ) during the period I to 15 July 1970. The site 
was chosen in the centre of a nearly level plateau (slope 2°). It was equipped with a net 
radiometer (for a short description of instruments see the Appendix) , a continuously recording 
m eteorological station , an ablatom eter, and a gamma transmission probe for continuous snow 
density profiles. Additional equipment consisted of a pyranograph, a precipita tion gauge, 
evapora tion pans, a sm all snow-melt lysimeter a nd equipment to m easure snow density and 
liquid-water content of small snow samples. 

THE ORY AND MEASUR E MENTS 

Mass balance. Limiting the discussion to a m elting snow-pack, particularly to a snow 
column in the uppermost layers of a temperate glacier, the ablation A, for a period with no 
precipi tation, may be expressed by a combined ice and wa ter balance equation as : 

( I) 

where A, the abla tion, is the total loss of water in all phases, R is the run-off, E is the water
vapour exchange at the surface, W is the mass exchange by wind action, SM is the snow-m elt, 
and D lvI is the sub-surface mass change due to storage changes of liquid water. In contrast to 
the internal m ass changes in the pack, the wind action and the vapour exchange at the surface 
a re often negligible qua ntities for short intervals. The internal mass changes are mainly 
d ependent on the liquid water movement in the pack. For a highly porous, inhomogeneous 
and unsaturated material like snow, the water movem ent is controlled, among other things, 
by the m elt intensity. Thus, the snow moisture content changes during the day as the melt 
intensity does. 

Hubley (1954) formulated an expression for the a bla tion which takes care of these changes 
and presented all quantities involved as functions of time: 

" h 

dM oh f ° Pi oh f opw de = pih 3i± Tt d Z± Pw/I 3i± Tt dz. 
o o 

M denotes the total mass of a snow column of height h, Z is the vertical co-ordinate, Pi the 
" dry" snow density or the density of the ice matrix and pw is the volume fraction of the total 
snow density (Ps) due to the presence of liquid water. The subscript h indicates the reference 
location of the terms, in this case a small surface layer. The first two terms on the right in 
Equation (2) express under the given conditions the m elt and compaction in the snow-pack, 
whereas the next two terms account for the changes in liquid-water storage. This separation 
of the snow-pack into a solid and a liquid phase (the vapour phase is negligible within the pack 
under isothermal conditions) and into two zones (surface and sub-surface zone) a llows the 
calcula tion of mel t ra tes. H eat balance calcula tions yield melt rates, not ablation rates, 
therefore m easured m el t ra tes are of primary interest whenever a comparison with such 
calculated quantities is desirable. In addition, m elt rates can be evaluated by controlling only 
the surface layers of a snow-pack, because snow-melt processes are confined to the top 0. 3 m 
of a ripe pack. For the evalua tion of ablation ra tes, the whole snow column extending to an 
impermeable layer, where the outflow of the water takes p lace, has to be surveyed . As shown 
later in this study, the build-up and the fluctuations of a water table on top of an impermeable 
layer (old ice surface) can significantly influence m easured ablation rates. 
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Assuming that the compaction of the snow-pack can be neglected for short intervals 
(Ambach and Hoinkes, 1963, reported for similar conditions a mean value of2 mm per day), 
the first two terms of Equation (2) can be integrated. The melt in the interval (tr- to) is then 
given by: 

where Pi!!.h (to) is the initial mean ice density of the surface layer (thickness = t:,.h) and PiM ,(to), 
and PiM ,(tr) are the mean ice densities of the lower layers (thickness = t:,.h'), which are 
affected by melt, at the beginning and the end of the interval respectively. The various depth 
intervals are displayed in Figure I. 
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Fig. 1. Snow density profiles at dijfermt times, measured with a gamma transmission probe. Values in brackets were obtained 
gravimetrically as the top layer at the probe location was sometimes influenced by additional melt from the installations. 

The ice density values (pi = Ps- pw) were calculated by using continuous snow-density 
profiles (gamma transmission probe) and liquid-water content measurements. The surface 
lowering t:,.h was estimated by means of successive surface lowering readings with an ablato
meter. The surface lowering and the density measurements were performed at the same loca
tion. There is, however, no technique to measure in situ changes of liquid-water content of 
snow. Consequently, the liquid water content was obtained by repeated sampling of the layers, 
using the freezing calorimetric method (Radok and others, 1961 ). 

t:,.h' was estimated by using the Bouger- Lambert law: 

Iz = 10 exp ( -vz) (4) 
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where Iz is the hourly net short-wave radiation intensity at level z = h2' 10 is the maximum 
hourly net short-wave radiation in tensity per interval at the minimum surface level z = h,. 
The extinction coefficient, v, was assumed to be 1.8 mm- I for this wet and ripe snow (Mellor, 
1964) . The net short-wave radiation has been d etermined by means of the measured short
wave radiation and with mean values of a lbedo deduced from measurements by Miller (1950) . 
By assigning to Iz a small value of 33.4 kJ m - 2 h - t which produces the negligible melt of 
0.1 mm of water per hour, the maximum melt-layer thickness 6.h' = hI - h2 can be 
calculated for each interval: 

I Iz 
6.h' = -In - . 

v 10 
(5) 

This thickness varied in a range from 0.14 to 0.22 m during the period of continuous snow 
cover . 

Since it is common practice in combined heat- and mass-balance studies to compare the 
heat input with m easured ablation rates, the ablation rates were evaluated too. Various 
techniques reported by LaChapelle (1959) and Muller and K eeler (1969) were used to 
measure these ablation rates. The first one consisted in measuring directly the mass loss of 
adjacent snow columns in time down to the imperm eable, "superimposed-ice" surface. 

The ablation A was calculated from 
ho ho 

A = J Ps(z, to ) dz-J Ps(z, tt ) dz (6) 

o o 

where Ps (z, to ) and Ps(z, t r ) represent the total snow density profiles at time to and tr res
pectively. These successive density profiles were obtained with the aid of the gamma trans
mission probe. Unfortunately the method could not be applied to the whole observation 
period , because the installations caused additional melt and influenced the m easurements 
appreciably toward the end of the period. 

The second m ethod which could not be performed at the same location but was feasible 
for the whole period was to sample snow or ice cores with respect to a stable reference horizon 
according to: 

where ps is the average snow density of the cores. 
The third metnod was based on measurement of the surface lowering for each interval 

a nd on the initially measured average d ensity. 

(8) 

All melt and ablation rates were evaluated daily for two successive periods with supposedly 
similar melt amounts. A six-hour afternoon period ( 12.00 h to 18.00 h ) and an eighteen-hour 
night /morning period ( 18.00 h to 12.00 h ) fulfilled this condition satisfactorily and permitted 
measurements at convenient times. 

To obtain an additional independent measurem ent for the ablation rate of the snow-pack, 
at least for a part of the period, a provisional snow-melt lysimeter was installed at the site 
(Fig. 2). For this purpose a snow block of 0.5 m 2 surface area was separated by vertical 
trenches from the remaining pack. At the lower boundary and along the smooth "super
imposed-ice" surface, an additional thin snow layer was gradually removed from three sides 
for about two-thirds of the area. Before the remaining part of this layer was removed , a large 
transparent plastic sheet was positioned at this lower, now accessible boundary. By pushing 
the snow block forward towards the spread sheet the whole block was brought to the centre of 
the sheet. The side parts of the sheet were then taken up along the walls. The enclosed block 
was brought back into its original position in the snow-pack, so that only one small corner, 
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where the outlet was install ed, was not surrounded by the snow-pack. At day-time the melt
water outflow from this block was collected over intervals of t to '2 h in a large container and 
the volume m easured with a graduated cylinder. During the night the small outflow was 
simila rl y coll ec ted and m easured the following morning. Although no continuously recording 
system could be established for this trial and therefore no continuous outflow curve could be 
obtained , the total daily ou tflow could be m easured for a few days (er. values of last column 
in Table Ill). 

Fig. 2. Provisional snow-melt lysimeter and snow swface conditions. 

In order to get another independent check for the heat-balance equations in addition to the 
residual melt, Q.SM (Equation (9)), direct evaporation m easurem ents were made. The 
net evaporative loss was determined by weighing three circular, snow-fill ed plastic pan at the 
beginning a nd end of each interval. The pans were about '20 cm d eep, had a surface area of 
450 cm2 and were refill ed with surface snow without destroying its surface features and 
structu re. Natural conditions were assured by placing these pans in the snow-pack so that 
their top rim was flush with the surrounding snow surface. The results of these measurements 
are represented in the last co lumn of Table I . 

H eat balance. Any heat-balance calculation may be subject to systematic errors, because 
most of the transfer eq uations are empirical and the theoretical fram ework is still not sufficient 
for the range of atmospheric stabilitie experienced. K eeping this and the instrumental 
limi tations of this study in mind, the ob ervation period and the site were selected in such a 
way that on ly four quantities had to be considered . The heat available for melting, Q.SM, 
could be represented by: 

(9) 
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where QR is the net radiation, QH the sensible heat component and QE the latent heat 
component. 

A brief outline of the heat balance theory usually applied explains the specific conditions 
and the necessary assumptions . The net all-wave radiation was measured directly with a net 
radiometer. The transfer of heat and water vapour was estimated by means of theories, 

TABLE I. MEAN VALUES OF AIR TEYlPERATURE, WATER VAPOUR PRE5SURE, W[ND SPEED AND CLOUD AMOUNT FOR A 
6 h (A ) AND [8 h (B) PERIOD FOR EVERY 24 h INTERVAL. TH E TOTALS OF NET ALL-WAVE AND SHORT-WAVE RADIA-
TION AND THE TOTALS OF THE CALCULATED AND MEASURED MELT AND EVAPO RAT[O)l /CONDE)lSATION RATES ARE ALSO 

REPRESENTED FOR THE SAME PERIODS 

N et Short- Cal- M ea- Cal- M ea-
Air Water all-wave wave culated sured culated sured 
tem- vapour Wind Cloud radia- radia- melt melt evap. / evap. / 

Date perature pressure speed amount lion lion (SMel) (SMM) cond. cond. 

Ju(y 1970 Period °C mb ms- I tenths KJm- z KJ m - Z mm mm mm mm 

1* A 4.2 5·4 3.8 7 [ 940 [6 [53 8.6 [ 1.9 - 0·[3 - 0.10 
B 4.0 5.2 1. 7 4 - [ 0 ::>5 [2 [08 0. [ [4·3 - 0.22 - 0.28 

2 A 7·9 6·3 1.7 5 2820 14444 [ 2.2 20.0 0.01 - 0.30 
B 6·7 7.0 2.8 3 373 [5 022 20·9 23-4 0.36 0· [ 7 

3 A 8.6 7·5 3-4 2 3 6 17 [82 [ 2 21. 7 34·4 0.22 0·33 
B 9·9 8.2 3.6 3 553 [2 [83 4 1.7 29.0 0·95 0 ·53 

4 A [1.5 8.6 2·3 5 4 296 14 82 [ 23·5 [5.0 0.26 0· [3 
B 9·3 8.0 2.6 3 2989 6820 36.4 38.8 0.70 0·33 

5 A 11.4 6.2 2·5 3 4999 [889 1 22.6 32.8 0.01 - 0.[6 
B 9.0 6.0 2.2 3 090 13 808 24·2 24.2 - 0.04 - 0·37 

6 A [0·3 6.6 2.2 4 4 120 [6052 [8·9 [5.8 0.05 - 0· [3 
B 8.6 7· [ 3.0 3 25[2 [3 029 33·5 28·5 0·43 0.56 

7 A [3.0 7.8 2·5 2 5 [00 [8 [[2 26·5 21.3 0.20 0· [ 7 
B [2 .0 8 ,3 2.6 2 3 0 15 [5 223 44·[ 49·4 0·79 0.2 [ 

8 A [3·5 6·7 2.0 3 4 296 17 685 20.6 [6·5 0.05 - 0·[ 3 
B [0·3 5.8 2.8 3 248 7 13339 27·7 29·3 - 0.13 - 0.52 

9 A 10·9 6·4 2·5 3 5476 16 756 23·5 [6, 3 0 .03 - 0.0 1 
B 8·7 6·5 3.8 3 2006 13590 32.9 34·7 0.20 0·55 

10 A 10·3 6·5 3·[ 5 5552 [5474 26.2 3 1.[ 0.06 0. [8 
B 8. 1 6.6 2.0 3 [ 080 [[ 606 20.6 [3·4 0. [ 7 

[[ A 6-4 6. [ 2·4 7 [ 608 9546 10.0 8-4 0 .0 
B 4.0 6· 3 2.6 8 [ 40 7 4 044 4.6 0·9 0.07 

12 A 2.2 5·5 1.5 8 248 7 10 760 7.6 [5.2 - 0.03 
B 2.2 5·[ 1.9 3 5979 [5 299 [ 7·7 6·3 - 0.17 

[3 A 5. 1 4.8 1.5 2 10 55 [ 19 820 32.2 22·4 - 0.06 
B 5·7 4·9 2·3 4 49[3 [3967 17.6 40.3 - 0.24 -1.08 

[4 A 5.8 5·5 2.8 4 8868 [6 [53 28. [ 2 1.2 - 0.05 - 0.24 
B 7.6 5·9 2.[ 2 4 277 [3766 [g.o 22 .0 - 0.04 - 0.92 

Total p eriod A 65730 2228 79 282.2 282·3 + 0.62 
Mean va lue 

period A 8.65 6.40 2-42 4-4 
Total period B 30861 173 804 341.0 354·5 + 2.83 
Mean value 

p eriod B 7.58 6 .48 2.56 3.2 

T otal for the 
whole period 96 59[ 396683 623.2 636.8 + 3·45 

M ean value for 
the whole period 7.85 6.46 2·53 3·5 

* The values presented for a certain day j are actually the values calculated or measured from [ 2.00 h of 
dayjto 12.00 hofdayj + 1. 
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mainly developed by Prandtl and Taylor (cf. Brunt, 1952). According to these the sensible 
heat fluxFH may be calculated from: 

FH = - paGpKH (00: +r) ( 10) 

where Z is the vertical co-ordinate with its origin at the surface, T the absolute air temperature, 
r the dry adiabatic lapse rate, and Gp the sp ecific heat of air at constant pressure, pa is the 
density of air and K H the coeffi::ient of eddy diffusivity. Similarly for the la tent heat flux FE: 

oq 
FE = - paKE OZ ( 11 ) 

where q denotes the specific humidity and KE the coefficient of eddy diffusion of water vapour. 
Finally the effect of the turbulent air motion on the transfer process can be described by: 

OU 
'T = paKM OZ ( 12 ) 

where 'T is the mean shear stress, U a mean value of the horizontal component of the eddy 
velocity and KM the eddy viscosity of air. It may be noted that the vertical wind component 
is assumed to be proportional to, and of the same order of magnitude as, u. 

The usual procedure is now to evaluate the coefficient KM using wind profile data and 
assumptions for the exchange-layer thickness, the stability of the atmosphere and the vertical 
distribution of the shear stress . However , because of its simplicity, many investigators make 
use of von Karman's logarithmic equation for the wind velocity distribution, even so they 
dispose, e.g., of detailed wind profile data, which may indicate quite irregular wind profiles. 
This equation was derived for an adiabatic atmosphere and can be written in the form: 

U = ~ [ 'To] ! In z+zo (13) 
k pa Zo 

where k is the dimensionless von Karman constant, 'To the shear stress at the lower atmospheric 
boundary and Zo the surface roughness parameter, a height where the wind velocity is zero. 
If the shear stress does not change appreciably with the vertical distance Z ('T ~ 'To), an 
assumption which was confirmed by recent investigations of Haugen and others ( 197 I), 
Equations (12) and (13) may be combined and KM can be calculated from 

KM = kZu, (z ,+zo) ( 14) 
In [(ZI+ZO)/Zo] 

where U 1 is the mean horizontal wind velocity at height ZI' Assuming, additionally, that the 
eddy diffusivity coefficients are identical for the transfer of momentum, heat and vapour, 
and assuming that the eddy diffusivity coefficients are constant with height, the different 
fluxes may be calculated. 

Grainger and Lister (1966) compared different relations describing the wind distribution 
over cold surfaces and concluded that a simple logarithmic law is most applicable over a wide 
range of stability conditions. This conclusion and the limited data available in this study, 
which covered a period of rather strong inversion (m ean air temperature at Z ~ 1.5 m of 
+ 7.9° C), led to the application of the outlined logarithmic approach. Mean values of the 
main meteorological variables for the two daily intervals are shown in Table I and Figure 3. 

The sensible and latent heat gain or loss were calculated for hourly intervals from: 

PaGp kzu, ( T z-To) 
QH - ( IS) 

- 0.622RT In [(ZI+ZO) /Zo] In [(Zz+Zo' )/Zo'] 
LE kZu, (ez -eo) 

QE = R"F ( 16) 
1 In [(Z I+Z0)/ZO] In [(Z2+ Z0')/zo'] 
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Fig, 3, M ean values of air temperature, relative humidity, wind sp2ed and cloud amountfor a 6 h and an 18 h periodfor sllccessive 
24 h intervals, The totals of net all-wave radiation are also represented for the same dai(y periods , 

where Pa denotes the a tmospheri c pressure (taken as constant: 750 mbar) , R the universal 
gas constant, T the mean temperature of the considered air-layer, 11, and z, the wind speed 
and its height of m easurement respectively, T 2 the air temperature and e2 the water vapour 
pressure a t the height Z2' T o and eo the temperature and the vapour pressure respectively at 
the surface, and LE the la tent heat of condensation. H ourly mean values were used for the 
calculations. A comparison between temperatures recorded at the R auchfuss me teorological 
station and those measured in a wooden Stevenson screen and with an aspirated thermometer 
suggested that the " R auchfuss" values were too high during day-time and too low during 
night-time, probably as a result of intensified radia tion influences. Therefore, the air tem
peratures recorded within the metal screen of the Rauchfuss m eteorological station had to be 
slightly corrected. Because the snow-pack studied was melting throughou t the observation 
period (T2 ~ + 0. 10 C) , the snow surface temperature and its vapour pressu re were known 
and assumed equal to To a nd eo respectively. During night-time the partia l freezing of the 
liquid water of the surface layer preven ted its cooling by outgoing long-wave radiation and /or 
evaporation . In a first run the surface roughness length Zo and the scaling length zo' were 
assumed to be equal. T he surface roughness parameter Zo was estimated on the basis of a 
roughness elemen t description (Lettau, 1969) : 

Zo = 0· 5 h*sS- ' (17) 
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where h* is the effective obstacle height, s the silhouette area measured in the vertical 
crosswind-lateral plane and S the specific area of the obstacle in the basal horizontal pla ne. 
According to Lettau this approach is especially feasible for periods with light to moderate 
winds blowing from the sam e direction. Under uch conditions '<:0 i determined by macro
features of the surface rather than by microfeatures of the material. Because the average 
hori zontal wind speed was only 2.5 m s- ' , the direction mostly down-glacier, and the nearly 
level surface pf the experimental site consisted of fairly regular sun cups during the first 10 d 
(Fig. 2), the roughness-element de cription seemed to be adequate. The average silhouette of 
the cups could be described by a inusoidal curve with a wave leng th of 0-4 m and an average 
amplitude of 40 mm. Consequently h* = 80 mm, s = 1.6 X 104 mm2, S = 12.6 X 104 mm2 
and '<:0 = 5 mm. 

During the last three days, glacier ice was exposed. In the beginning it consisted of smooth 
superimposed ice, afterwards of old glacier surface ice. Since the previous procedure was no 
longer applicable, a surface roughness length '<:0 = 0.5 mm was assumed. This average value 
was derived from reports of Kutzbach ( 1961 ) and Grainger and Lister ( 1966) . 

R ESULTS AND DISC USSION 

The melt rates (SM ) were calculated for hourly intervals u ing the heat-balance equa tion 
(9), by 

where LF is the latent heat of fu sion. The values obtained were then summed dail y over two 
successive time periods in order to get heat-balance m elt rates, which were comparable with 
the previously mentioned mass-balance melt rates. Table I and Figure 4 show the m easured 
and calculated melt for the first 6 h and the remaining 18 h for every 24 h interval. 
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As mentioned before, no specific distinction between the Zo and a similar scaling length 
for the temperature and specific humidity profiles was made in the first calculation run. 
However, because this parameter has a marked effect on the results and various authors 
suggested that the assumption KM ~ KH ~ KE was not valid in a very small sub layer at the 
surface, a separate scaling length zo' for the temperature and the specific humidity was intro
duced in a second run. Based on results of Sverdrup (1936), Ambach (1963) and Holmgren 
(197 I) ZO' was chosen two orders of magnitude smaller than ZOo 

The observation period covers nine days with continuous snow cover ( I to 10 July) and 
five days with slush or ice-covered ground. During a single period of overcast ( 11 to 12 July) 
a total of I 1.6 mm of a mixture of rain and wet snow was recorded . Because this precipitation 
had no substantial heat content and ran off almost as soon as it was deposited on the surface, 
there was no need to include it in the heat-balance calculations. The previously mentioned 
measuring procedures could only be fully applied for the period with snow cover, therefore 
the following discussion is restricted mainly to these conditions. The values of SMM are m ea
sured melt rates, presented as totals for two different consecutive time intervals p er day. The 
values of SMcr (Run I) and SMcz (Run 2) are total values too, computed by m eans of hourly 
heat-balance calculations. The difference between SMcr and SNlcz indicates the magnitude 
of deviation which can be expected when different roughness parameters are used in the 
heat-balance calculations ; in the first case (SMcr), only one parameter, Zo, was used , and in 
the second case (Sl\1cz) , two parameters, Zo and zo'. Because the second version under
estimates the actually m easured melt rate almost consistently, preference is given to the first 
one. The calculated melt rate (SMcr) either over or underestimates the measured melt rate, 
probably depending on the changing atmospheric stratification, which cannot be taken into 
account with the heat-balance approach outlined. However, a considerable amount of the 
deviation can be attributed to measurement errors. The maximum relative error for a single 
measured melt rate was estimated by partial differentiation of Equation (3) : 

where !1PI ~ !1ps + !1pw. Possible errors for the different parameters are as follows: 

!1psM = 24 kg m - 3 
tlpsM' = IQ kg m - 3 

tlpw = 0 .005 m 3 m - 3 

tlh = 2 mm 
!1h' = 5 mm 

On the average the maximum error for a 6 h or 18 h melt rate was ± 38% , whereas for the 
larger daily melt rates it was ± 20 % . This large error range is mainly due to the considerable 
error of the snow density m easurements. It is caused by electronic drift of the gamma probe, 
due in part to temperature changes in the detector tube. The various terms, used for calcula
tion of SMM and their absolute errors are tabulated in Table II for two successive periods. 
Various terms displayed in this table correspond to the snow-profile specifications given in 
Figure I. Table II and Figure I together illustrate the generally applied measuring and cal
culation procedure for obtaining the surface and sub-surface melt rate in each time interval. 
According to Table II the maximum errors of the sub-surface melt rates sometimes unfor
tunately reach the same order of magnitude as the corresponding measured values thus render
ing the measured values questionable for certain periods. 
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TABLE 11. SURFACE AND SUB-SURFACE MELT RATES, INCLUDING THEIR ERRORS, 

FOR TWO SUCCESSIVE INTERVALS 

Time inlerval 
l8.00 3 July 10 l 2.00 4 J uly 10 

Terms Units l2 .00 4 July, 1970 l 8 .00 4 July, 1970 

!:>.h mm 69 19 
ps!!." kgm- 3 480 579 
PI!!." kgm- 3 461 515 
pwAh % 2 6·4 
Surface me! t mm 32± 2.g IO ± 1.8 
!:>.h . mm 214 212 
PS!!.h ,(lo) kgm- 3 485 53 1 
Pi!J.h' (10) kg m - 3 47 1 499 
pw!!.h'( to) % 1.5 3.2 
ps!J.h' (I. ) kg m- 3 537 500 
PI!!.h ·(I . ) kg m - 3 487 475 
Pw!!.h'(t.) % 5 2·5 
Sub-surface melt mm - 3± 4 + 5± 4 
Tota l melt mm 29 ± 7 15± 6 

The maxim um or average error for a single calculated melt rate is not known . Because the 
errors of the m any componen ts are unknown and because the errors of the measu red values 
could be large, (cf. maximum errors), the good ness of fi t of the two curves in Figure 4 cannot 
be expressed q uanti tatively. 

Table III displays the various melt a nd ablation rates for da ily in tervals and the totals for 
two longer periods. T he comparison of the first two columns (SMc" SMMI) shows that the 

Dale 

July 1970 
1* 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Totals 

IO 
II 

12 
13 
14 

Totals 

TABLE Ill. DAILY MELT AND ABLATION RATES AND THEIR TOTALS 

M easuremCllt techlliques 
Melt Ablation 

rate from Melt rate from Ablation 
surface and rate from initial rate from 
sub-surface surface average Ablation total 

"ice" "ice" snow ralefrom mass loss 
M elt rate densit ies densities density lolal wilh snow 
from heat and surface and surface and surface mass loss density 

balance lowering lowering lowering with cores profiles 
SMc• SMC2 SM". SM~h A3 .42 A. 
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 

9 (6) 26 14 50 27 46 
33 (22) 43 37 38 10 0 
63 (41 ) 63 59 60 47 
60 (43) 54 34 30 54 15 
47 (37) 57 35 33 84 73 
52 (38) 44 39 37 44 40 
71 (50) 71 64 62 57 72 
48 (36) 46 36 34 45 
56 (42) 51 42 42 49 

439 (315) 455 360 386 371 
47 (35) 45t 46 45 
15 (8) 9 10 9 
25 (25) 22 22 22 
50 (48) 63 63 63 
47 (44) 43 44 43 

623 (475) 637 57 1 554 

Run-off 
from 

snow-melt 
Iysimeter 

mm 

• The values presented for a cer tain day j a re actually the values calculated or measured from 12.00 h of 
day j to day 12.00 h of d ay j + I. 

t For the period when the surface consisted of slush or ice no sub-surface ice d ensities could be obtained, thus 
the values of column SM~h are assumed to be identical with the ones from column .42' 
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agreement between the daily totals is closer than it was between the 6 hand 18 h values 
m entioned above, probably due to error compensation. Consequently, the totals for the 9 d 
and 14 d periods agree to within a few per cent. As a measure of the agreement the calculated 
daily values are plotted against the measured values in Figure 5. The solid line represents 
the line of equivalence and the dashed line the regression line (SlvIc , on SAlIM, ) . 

This presentation should be regarded as a visualization of the scattering of the val ues 
around the line of equivalence and not as an error evaluation in a strict sense, because abscissa 
a nd ordinate values are both subject to errors. However, the small standard error of estimate 
(SYX = 7. I mm d- I ) and the plotted maximum errors for the m easured melt indicate that the 
agreement between the values is satisfactory. 
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Fig. 5. Calculated daily melt versus measured melt. The range of maxim ~lm error for several measured values is shown by a 

horizontal dashed lille. The solid line represents the line of equivalence and the dashed line the regression line. 

The fact that a simple heat-balance approach has a certain potential in describing the 
single heat exchange processes at the snow surface is demonstrated in Figure 6. It shows the 
calculated and the measured net vapour fluxes, the latter derived by successive pan measure
ments. The transfer of mass and energy toward the snow surface is taken as positive. The 
heat-balance calculations favour a slightly higher net gain of mass than the direct measure
ments, but the direction and the order of magnitude of the fluxes agree roughly. The pan 
measurements were not carried out during a period of overcast, drizzle and a mixture of snow 
and rain (10 to 13 July) . 

The larger differences during the last two days can be explained by the measuring pro
cedure. At the reference location in the plot, the glacier ice was exposed . Consequently, the 
heat-balance calculations for this period were performed for ice-covered ground (.<:0 = 0.5 
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mm), while the evaporation m easurements were still executed with snow-filled pans, placed in 
nearby snow patches. Thus the snow-filled pans, subj ect to rougher surface conditions, 
showed larger evaporation rates. The totals for the first 9 d were: 

measured net-vapour flux (mass balance): + I mm of water, 
calculated net-vapour flux (heat balance) : + 3.7 mm of water. 

This calculation has been executed using '<:0 as so le roughness parameter. During the prevail
ing fair-weather conditions, the mass balance of the snow-pack was affected by evaporation or 
condensation processes to a small extent only, although the condensation process supplied 
I I o~ of the total absorbed energy, due to its high latent heat. 

a:: 
=> 
0 
J: 

a:: 
w 
a. 
ON 
J: 

E 
E 

0.015 

0 .01 

FLUCTUATING TRACE - CALCULATED FLUX 
STEPPED TRACE - MEASt..flED FLUX, AVERAGE VALUES FOR 

FIRST 6 AND THE REMAINING 18 HRS 
FOR EVERY 24 HR INTERVAL 

Fig. 6. Calculated and measured hour(y vapour jlux. Step function is obtained from pan measuremmls. 

When comparing the various ablation rates in Table Ill , large differences are apparent 
for certain days. These are caused by water storage effects in the lower part of the snow-pack 
and by sampling errors (e.g. partial loss ofliquid water from sample cores) . At the base of the 
snow-pack a fluctuating water tabl e of 10 to 50 mm was present throughout the first 9 d . 
Sometimes, lateral inflow of water could apparently make up for the actual mass loss on the 
upper end of the snow-pack. For such conditions, m easured dail y ablation rates are not 
comparable with m easured or computed melt rates. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Daily melt rates can be determined with a maximum relative error of 20 % by evaluating 
the ice matrix density (in contrast to the total snow density) of the immediate surface and 
sub-surface layers and by evaluating the decrease in volume. eglecting the ice-density 
changes in the sub-surface layer would, on the average, reduce the daily melt rates by 22 %. 
\tVith heavy m elt conditions and more precise instrumentation, e.g. a non-drifting, automati
call y scanning gamma probe, the method could be used even for shorter intervals, i. e. several 
hours, where all other m ethods may be subject to large errors due to the delay in liquid water 
ou tflow from the snow-pack. Thus, for short intervals, this m ethod alone provides an oppor
tunity to balance detailed heat-ba lance equations with a m ass-balance quantity to sufficient 
accuracy. 
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A small but possible effect of the compaction of the whole snow-pack on the results was not 
taken into account. 

The heat-balance approach gave satisfactory results on a daily basis and a close agreement 
for longer periods. The distribution of the total absorbed energy between the different 
components for the whole period was as follows : a ll-wave net radiation 44%, sensible heat 
48 %, and the latent heat (condensation) 8 % . Wendler and Streten (1969) observed a similar 
distribution, with the radiative and sensible heat terms interchanged, on an Alaskan glacier 
in August 1968. This distribution corresponds to the known pattern, often encountered over 
snow surfaces at low elevations in mid-summer when the convective heat is equal or even 
exceeds the radiative heat, whereas the condensation process is a rather minor heat source. 

It appears that the heat-balance approach described represents a useful method for obtain
ing melt rates for periods of several days . Applying such an approach, one can avoid the 
use of a " lumped" melt index like the degree-day factor, and preserve the more physical 
treatment inherent in heat-balance calculations. 
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APPE DIX 

D ESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS 

JVet radiometer: Thornthwa ite net radiometer which is simi la r to the Funk radiometer but is not as sensitive. 
It measures direc tly the radiation balance (short- and long-wave components together) . Both faces of the sensor 
are shielded with polyethylene hemispheres, which a re kept inAated with dry a ir, Aowing through silica gel. 
The calibra tion certificate for the whole range was issued by the manufacturers. 

M eteorological station: Australian made station (R a uchfuss-C.S.I.R.O.) recording a ir temperature and relative 
humidity at the level of 1.5 ± 0.2 m and wind speed a nd direction a t the standard level of2 ± 0.2 m. The level of 
sensors above snow or ice surface changed slightly during the observa tion period due to the surface lowering. In 
order to keep the changes with in the a bove-mentioned limi ts the sta tion was adjusted every second or third day. 
The level changes were taken into account in the calculations. 

For long-term performan ce of these sta tions cf. Muller (1969) and for d es ign details of the wind system and the 
recorders cf. Sumner (1965). 

Ablalomeler: Own make. It cons isted of two vertical posts, positioned parallel and 2 m apart in the snow cover 
and driven with their lower ends into the glacier ice. The upper end s of these posts were connected horizontally 
with a thin wooden bar, which was 0.5 m above the snow surface at the beginning of the observation period. The 
lower edge of this ba r was used as reference height from which the lowering of the snow surface was measured by a 
measuring stick at 0.1 m intervals a long the bar. 

Gamma transmission probe: T he system utilized is a two-probe rad ioactive snow gauge, commercially available 
from Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Raleigh, North Carolina, U.S.A. It includes a I3'Cs-source (5 mCi), a 
scintillation d etector (NaI tha llium activated crystal), a pulse-height a nalyser and a scaler . Detector, ana lyser a nd 
scaler a re referred to as the SC-ID Density System. For detailed description cf. Smith a nd others (1966). 

Pyranograph: A R obitzsch bimetallic pyranograph, measuring the tota l short-wave radiation from sun and sky. 
Trade name: Belfort pyrheliograph (Belfort Instrument Company, Baltimore, Maryland, U .S.A.). 

Precipitation gauge: Standard gauge of the M eteorological Service of Canada, consist ing of a cylindrical con
tainer of 5 inches (127 mm) diameter. This gauge was a ttached to a vertical post in such a way, that the orifice 
could a lways be pos itioned 0.5 m above surface. The amount of precipitation was d etermined by measuring the 
volume of water with a graduated glass cylinder . 

Evaporation paILS, snow-melt lysimeter and calorimeter : Own m ake. Because in this case the measuring procedures 
are inherent parts of th is study, these instruments a nd the measuring procedures a re d escribed in the corres
ponding sections of the paper. 
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